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4 of 4 review helpful One step at a time By R M Peterson After Gy ouml rgy K ouml ves goes through intake 
processing at Auschwitz as a prelude to being sent along to Buchenwald he records the disparate treatments meted out 
to the two groups into which all arriving Hungarian Jews had been segregated immediately after their release from the 
railroad cars Those who were physically fit like himself had been sent from th At the age of 14 Georg Koves is 
plucked from his home in a Jewish section of Budapest and without any particular malice placed on a train to 
Auschwitz He does not understand the reason for his fate He doesn rsquo t particularly think of himself as Jewish And 
his fellow prisoners who decry his lack of Yiddish keep telling him ldquo You are no Jew rdquo In the lowest circle of 
the Holocaust Georg remains an outsider The genius of Imre Kertesz rsquo s unblin From Publishers Weekly Kertesz 
Kaddish for an Unborn Child who as a youth spent a year as a prisoner in Auschwitz has crafted a superb haunting 
novel that follows Gyorgy Koves a 14 year old Hungarian Jew during the year he is imprisoned in Auschwitz a 
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